Abstract. We examine the action of the general linear group GLL(K) on the set of all #-subspaces of V , where L/K is a finite field extension and V is a finite-dimensional vector space over L. The orbits are completely classified in the case of quadratic and cubic extensions; for infinite fields, the number of orbits is shown to be infinite if the degree of the extension is at least four. As an application we obtain ^-analogues of tranformation and evaluation formulas for hypergeometric functions due to Gessel and Stanton.
Introduction
This paper investigates the action on Grassmannians of a general linear group defined over an extension field of the base field in the following context. We have a finite extension of fields L/K and a finite-dimensional vector space V over L, and consider the natural action of GL£(F) on the set [^]K of all Ksubspaces of V, partially ordered by inclusion. In group theoretic language, this corresponds to looking at double coset spaces of the form P\GLK(V)/ GLL(V) where P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of GL^F).
The precise structure of these double coset spaces is of great interest in the theory of automorphic forms, especially for the explicit construction of L-functions, as developed in [5] . Understanding the general linear situation of the present paper is also a prerequisite for considering analogous questions for other classical groups (see [8] ).
We show that, if the fields K and L are infinite, a necessary and sufficient condition for the quotient poset [^]K/ GLL(V) to be finite is that [L : K] < 3. The cases of quadratic and cubic extensions are examined in more detail. To each ASsubspace of V are attached a certain number (2 for quadratic and 4 for cubic extensions) of integer invariants which completely characterize the orbits; the structure of the quotient poset depends only on the dimension of the vector space and not on the fields themselves.
We dispose of the quadratic case quickly, since we feel many of the results should be known (e.g., Corollary 4.3 appears as an exercise in [4] ), even though we have not been able to find an adequate reference for them.
We then concentrate on the cubic case, where the quotient poset [vt\Kl GLL{V) has some very nice combinatorial features. It is shown to be isomorphic to a modification of Young's lattice of partitions inside a 3 x n rectangle. We also spend some time examining the sometimes unexpected algebraic properties of a special type of subspaces which we call the 'triangular' subspaces of V. Although we will not elaborate on this here, let us mention that these subspaces occur as 'generic' subspaces in the Grassmannian of Ksubspaces of V having half the dimension of V (when dim F is even). As far as we know, these results in the cubic case are completely new.
When the fields are finite, we also compute the size of each orbit for the action of GLL(F) on [V,\K for quadratic and cubic extensions. In the cubic case this leads to new ^-analogues of transformation and evaluation formulas for hypergeometric series due to Gessel and Stanton [6] .
Finally we should mention the paper [7] that considers the natural generalization of the present situation obtained by replacing the extension field L of K by a finite-dimensional commutative semisimple algebra.
FlNITENESS RESULTS
We first introduce some general notation that will be used repeatedly. The multiplicative group of a field K is written Kx . If V is a vector space over K, [ vm ] K and [ \ ]K will denote, respectively, the set of all subspaces and the set of /-dimensional subspaces of V . The zero subspace is written 0; the subspace of V generated by a set 5 is written KS, or (i>,, ... , vn)K if S -{vl, ... , vn} . Finally, N is the set of nonnegative integers, and the set-theoretic difference of two sets is written S -T.
Throughout this paper L/K will be a finite extension of fields, and V will be a finite-dimensional vector space over L.
Since V is also a vector space over K by restriction of scalars, we have the set [^]K of Ä^-subspaces of V , partially ordered by inclusion. In general, given a poset 9° of finite height and a group G acting on ¿P by poset automorphisms, we define the quotient poset £P /G to be the set of orbits for the action of G on ¿P , ordered by Ox < 02 if there exist x ç. 0{, y e 02 such that x < y in â° . In our situation, the group GL¿(F) acts by automorphisms on the poset [V"]K, and we want to investigate the quotient poset [^]K/GLL(V).
If W e [^}K,
we will use the notation StabK(^) = {T e GLL(F) \T{W) = W}.
Since the poset [vt] K is ranked, so is the quotient poset. The cardinality of the j'th level of the quotient poset is the size of the double coset space P\GLK{V)/G\.L{V),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where P is some suitable maximal parabolic subgroup of GL^K).
In terms of matrices, if dim¿ V -n and [L : K] -s, we have to consider the double coset space P\ GL(sn, K)/ GL(«, L) with '-{(C" :)H-*>:
where we have chosen a suitable embedding of GL(h , L) into GL(s«, K). We have used right action notation here, but later we mostly use left action. The intended meaning will always be clear.
Our main result is the following: Before giving the proof of the theorem we need a lemma whose proof we shall omit. Consider subspaces of the form W{a) = (1, aa + ß)K e [£] {a € K). Let a, b e K and suppose W{a) and W(b) are in the same orbit. Then there exists a scalar A G Lx such that (1, aa + ß)K -A(l , ba + ß)K , which implies À = p + q(aa + ß) X(ba + ß) = r + s{aa + ß) for some scalars p, q, r, s in K, not all zero. Eliminating X between these two equations yields r + s{aa + ß) -p(ba + ß) -q{ß2 + aß{a + b) + aba2) = 0 ;
i.e., the vectors (1) 1, aa + ß, ba + ß, ß2 + aß(a + b) + aba2 are linearly dependent over K. Complete {1, a, ß, aß} to a basis of L over K, and take the first four components of each vector in ( 1 ) with respect to that basis; the 4x4 determinant of these components has to be zero. We may now apply Lemma 2.2 to find an infinite family (a,)¡e/ in K such that, for any distinct / and j, F(a¡, üj) ^ 0. The fact that the quotient poset is rank-symmetric if it is finite is also contained in the following result. Recall that a finite ranked poset is called Peck if it is rank-symmetric, rank-unimodal and strongly Sperner (see [10] for details). In this section we introduce more terminology and develop some basic results in the context of a field extension L/K of arbitrary degree. Most of these will be useful to us when we examine in detail the cases of quadratic and cubic extensions in subsequent sections. (ii) compL{Wl n W2) = compL W{ n compL W2 ; (iii) L{WX n W2) < LWX n LW2 ; (iv) compL(W/, + W2) > compL W{ + compL W2, with equality if the sum Wx + W2 is direct over L. . Equality occurs in the second inequality exactly when W is an L-subspace of V. We want to single out the subspaces for which equality occurs in the first inequality; these subspaces will play a useful role for us in the sequel. They are characterized by the following lemma, whose proof will be left to the reader (or see [4, II §8] ).
Lemma 3.7. Let We [^]K-The following conditions are equivalent:
Subspaces W satisfying the conditions of the lemma will be called Ksubstructures of V . Following Borel [3] , AT-substructures of maximum dimension, i.e., for which V = LW, will be called K-structures. We refer to [9] for more details about the combinatorics of ^-substructures. (b) If W is a ^-substructure of V, then every nonzero vector of W has type 1 in W . We will see later that the converse is true in the case of quadratic extensions, but not for cubic or higher extensions.
The following result is standard and will be useful to us when we consider the case of cubic extensions. (a) Any map T e HomK(Z, V1) has a unique extension to a map f e Hom¿(F, V1). The correspondence T i-> f furnishes a bijection between Hom^Z, W') and {S e HomL(K, V') \ S(Z) < W'}, whose inverse is given by the restriction map S <-^> S\z . (b) In the case where V = V1, the correspondence T h-» f is an isomorphism between the rings EndK(Z) and {S e EndL(F) | S(Z) < Z), which restricts to an isomorphism between the groups GLK(Z) and StabF(Z).
Proposition 3.9. Let Z be a K-structure of V. Let V' be another vector space over L. Let T e HomK(Z, V1) and let f e HomL(F, V1) be its unique L-linear extension to V.
(a) dimL ker f -dim^. ker T + (dim^ T(Z) -dimL LT{Z)).
(b) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) f is injective.
(ii) dimL LT(Z) = dim^ Z . (iii) T is injective and T(Z) is a K-substructure.
Proof Let T and T be as above. The domain of T has dimension dim¿ V = dim^Z and the image of T equals LT(Z). Therefore
which proves (a) as well as the equivalence of the three conditions in (b). D
Quadratic extensions
Throughout this section, L is a quadratic extension of K and F is a vector space of finite dimension n over L. We fix an element r\ e L such that L = K{n). (a) compL W -W tlnW and
For x e W, we have x e compL W «■ nx e W. To prove the sum U ® Y is direct over L , we have to show LU n LY = 0. Let x e LU n LY, and say x -yx + ny2 = ux + r\u2 with yx,y2 e Y and ux, u2 e U. Then n{y2 -u2) = ux-yx eW so that, by part (a), y2 -u2 e comp¿ W < U. Then y2 e U n Y = 0 and nu2 e compL W < U ; hence yx = ux + rju2 e U n Y = 0 and x = 0. The last assertion is then clear.
(d) The fact that U = W n LU is equivalent to U = W n Vx for some Vx e [^]L is straightforward to check. Now choose X e [^L such that
The condition U = W n LU implies compL U < compL W n U < compL W n LU -compL(W n LU) -compL U. Hence compL W n U = compL U and the sum compL U ® X ® Y is direct. Choose a A"-subspace Xx such that W = compL U ®X ®Y ®XX = compL W ®X ®XX. Then (c) implies X ® Xx is a ÄT-substructure and W = compL W ®L X ®L Xx = compL U ®L Y ®L X ®L Xx .
So we may take Z = X ® Xx. u
Remark. In the case of a quadratic extension, Proposition 3.9(a) specializes as follows (use equation (3)):
Define the type of a A>subspace W of V to be the ordered pair of nonnegative integers
The parameters in type( W) are clearly invariant under the action of GLL V on [ \ ]K . We will see that they form a complete set of invariants for this action. j We see that an ordered pair (a, t) e N is the type of a A-subspace of V if and only if a + t < n . Moreover, suppose a, a , t, t' e N with a + t < n , à + t' < n . Then there exist subspaces W, W' e [ \ ]K satisfying type( W) = (a, i), type(JF') = (a , t') and W < W' if and only if (4) a < a and a + t < a + t.
(Use the fact: W < W' =► compL W < comp¿ W' and LW < LW1.) The correspondence (a, t) i-> (a + t, t) establishes a bijection between {(a, t) e N | a + t < n} and the set of partitions inside a 2 x n rectangle. The order relation on ordered pairs defined by (4) corresponds exactly to the usual order relation between partitions (by containment of their Ferrers diagrams). This proves the main result of this section. Remark. We mention the following consequence for applications. The jth level of the quotient poset has size [j/2\ + 1 for 0 < ;' < n and [(2« -j)/2\ + 1 for n < j < 2« .
Remark. The antiautomorphism of Theorem 2.3 is the involution that sends the type (a, t) to (n -a -t, t), i.e., the involution that sends a partition to its 'complement' in the 2 x n rectangle. 
Cubic extensions of general fields
In this section L/K is a cubic extension and V is a vector space of finite dimension n over L. We fix elements n, £ e L such that 1, r\, Ç form a basis of L over K .
5.1. Structure theorems. The subspaces considered in the following lemma will serve as a building block later on. It will be convenient to refer to them as simple triangular subspaces of V . (ii) WnnW is a K-substructure and W2 = (W n nW) ® {W n ?/_1 W).
Proof, (a) To prove (i), let {ex, ... , er} be a maximal set of L-independent vectors of type 2 in W. Replacing each et by kiei for some scalar k¡ e Lx , we may assume by Corollary 3.6 that Lei n W = (e¡, ne/)K. Let Z be the A'-substructure (ex, ... , er)K . Thus far we know W2 > Z ® nZ . To prove equality, it remains to show that every vector of type 2 in W is contained in Z ® nZ . Let v be such a vector. By maximality of r, v must belong to LZ = Z e nZ ® ÇZ , say v = ux + nu2 + i«3 for some ux , u2, u} e Z . Then Ç«3 = v -ux -nu2 e W and also u3, nu3 e W. Since compL W -0, u3 must be zero, i.e., v e Z ®nZ . (b) To prove (ii) and (iii), first notice that if k e L -K, then any nonzero vector in WnkW is of type 2 in W. So W n nW < W2 and Wnn~lW < W2. Therefore WDnW = n{Wnn~lW) < nW2 and hence WnnW <W2n nW2. The reverse inclusion is trivial; so W n nW = W2 f) nW2. Since 1, n, n is a basis of L over K, we have (ii) and (iii) now follow immediately. D
We can now state the general structure theorem for A^-subspaces of V . Let U3 denote the sum of U2 and of all simple triangular subspaces of W. Clearly U3 < U3. To show the reverse inclusion, let (x, y, nx + Çy)K be a simple triangular subspace of W . We have to show (x, y, nx + Çy)K < U3. Let n be the L-linear projection of LW onto LW4 corresponding to the direct sum decomposition LW = LU3® LW4, so that n(W) = W4. Since U3 = W n LU3, we have only to show x, y e LU3, i.e., n(x) = n{y) = 0. But nx + Cy e W implies nn(x) + (,n{y) = n{nx + Çy) e W4. Since W4 is a A^-substructure, LW4-W4 ® nW4 ® ÇW4, and this forces n(x) = n(y) = 0. Finally U4 = W is clear. In general W2 and Z ® {xx, ... , xs)K will not form a direct sum over L and we have to rectify this. Adding to each x; an element of W2® Z, we may assume that each x( is of the form x¡ = nu] + £(w " + to,) for some u\, u" e Z, wi e (ex, ... , er)K. We first show that the vectors u\, u"x , ... ,u's, u"s are independent (over K or L is the same here). Let The solution is given by d0 = 0, dx = L3«/2J, d2 = 2n, d3 = 3n.
Remark. If lype{W) = {a,r,s,t) and flag(W) = (Ux, U2, U3, W), then dim^. Ux -3a, dim¿ £/, = a, dim^ U2 = 3a + 2r, dim^ LU2 -a + r, dim^ U3 -3a + 2r + 3s, dimL LU3 = a + r + 2s, dim^ W = 3a + 2r + 3s + t, dimLLW = a + r + 2s + t.
The relations above involving Ux, U2 and W are enough to determine 5 without having to know U3 explicitly, which is sometimes hard to achieve in specific examples. A necessary and sufficient condition for a quadruple (a, r, s, t) e N4 to be the type of some A^-subspace of V is that (6) a + r + 2s + t < n.
Moreover, it is easy to check that given (a, r, s, t) and {a ,r,s, t') quadruples in N satisfying (6) , there exist subspaces W, W' e [^]K such that tyve(W) = (a, r, s, t), type(W') = (a ,r,s, t') and W <W' if and only if the following four inequalities hold: a < a , a + r < a +r , (7) a + r + 2s <a + r +2s , a + r + 2s + t < a + r + 2s + t'.
(Use Corollary 3.6 to check that a subspace of type (0,2,0,0) contains a subspace of type (0,0, 1,0).) We have now obtained a concrete description of the quotient poset [ \ ]K/ GLL(F). It is isomorphic to the set of quadruples of nonnegative integers satisfying (6) , with the order relation given by (7) . However, it will be more convenient to work with an equivalent description of this quotient poset in terms of a modification of the notion of partition, which we now proceed to develop.
The poset of modified partitions.
A modified partition is a quadruple {kx, k2, k3 | k4) of nonnegative integers satisfying kx > k2 > k3 and k4 < (kx -A2)/2 ; note that in a modified partition the terms to the left of the vertical bar form an ordinary partition with at most three parts. We write ¿Pn for the set of modified partitions with largest part kx < n .
To each quadruple (a, r, s, t) e N , associate the modified partition (kx, k2, k3 | k4) defined by kx = a + r + 2s + t, k2 = a + r, k3=a, k4 = s.
This defines a bijection between the set of quadruples satisfying (6) and 3^n , by which we can transport to 30n the order relation on quadruples defined by (7) . The order relation on S&n is thus defined by (kx,k2,k3 \k4) < {px, p2,p3 \p4) if ki < pl (i = 1, 2, 3) and k2 + 2k4 < p2 + 2p4 , i.e., (A,, k2, k3) < {px, p2, p3) as ordinary partitions and k2 + 2k4 < p2 + 2p4 . Define the diagram ZX of a modified partition k = {kx, k2, k3 \ k4) as the set of unit squares making up the Ferrers diagram of the usual partition (A,, k2, k3), to which have been adjoined 2A4 triangular 'saw-teeth' of unit We can now state the main result of §5. Next follows additional information we have gathered about the poset @n . It is ranked and Peck, of height 3« , with minimum element the empty partition (0, 0, 0 | 0), maximum element (n, n, n | 0) ; the rank of a modified partition equals its weight. It is not a lattice: the two elements (3, 2, 0 | 0) and (3, 1, 0 | 1) of rank 5 both cover the two elements (3, 1, 0 | 0) and (3, 0, 0 | 1) of rank 4. Let am(n) denote the size of the mth level of the poset and let g(N;M) be the number of (ordinary) partitions of M inside a 3 x N rectangle (or 0 if M or N is negative). Since any modified partition with 2s saw teeth contained in a 3 x « rectangle can be obtained from an ordinary partition contained in a 3 x (n -2s) rectangle by inserting 2s columns each consisting of a box in the first row and a saw tooth in the second row, we have am n) = ^2 i(n -2s; m -3s). 
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Remark. It is easily checked that the antiautomorphism of Theorem 2.3 is the involution that sends the type {a, r, s, t) to {n -(a + r + 2s + t), t, s, r) or, equivalently, that sends the modified partition (kx, A2, A3 | A4) to (n -A3, «-A2-2A4, «-Aj I A4). (i) LW = W ® kW for all A e L -K.
(ii) Given any vector x e W, there is a unique vector y e W such that nx + Çy e W. Moreover, if x ^ 0, then x and y are L-independent and (x, y, nx + Çy)K is the unique simple triangular subspace of W containing x.
We can rephrase (ii) by saying that the collection of simple triangular subspaces of W constitutes a spread of W. Remark. Suppose WX,W2 e [^]K contain no vector of type > 2. Then TC(WX n W2) < TC{WX) n TC{W2), with no equality in general. However, equality holds if Wx and W2 are both contained in a common A^-subspace of V containing no vector of type > 2, as will follow from the next proposition. (ii) LUnLWx =0.
Proof By Proposition 5.9, U n Wx is triangular. Since the only subspaces in F(U) are U and 0, we have either UnWl = U, i.e., U < Wx ; or U n Wx = 0, which implies LU n LW{ =0 by Corollary 5.11. n Remark. In general, type(W) and type(T(W)) are incomparable. For example a subspace of type (0, 0, 0, t) can be sent to any A^-subspace of V of dimension not exceeding t by some L-linear endomorphism of V .
We conclude §5.4 with two results that will be useful for the enumeration in §6. In this section we work with the finite fields K = F < L = F 3, where q is a power of a prime; V is vector space of dimension n over L. Our main result is Theorem 6.3 which counts the number of A^-subspaces of V of a given type. Remark. We have preferred to use an elementary approach to obtain the cardinality of StabF(W7). But we can actually prove for general cubic extensions that, under the hypotheses of Proposition 6.2, Stab^U7) = GL(5, L). Details will appear later. and put c = n -(a + r + 2s + t). We first compute the order of the group Stab^W7). Suppose W admits the decomposition w = wx®Lw2®Lw3®Lw4
given by Theorem 5. For each i, Tl e GL^) and T^WJ ----W¡ (because' n^W) = W¡), i.e., 7. e StabF(l^.). For each i < j, Ttj e Hom¿(^., Vt) and T^W.) < Wr Conversely, for any choice of maps Ti G Stabv(W7) and TfJ e HomL(f/;, K) satisfying TJW.) < Wi, the corresponding T e GLL{V) given by (8) belongs to Stabv(W). So to determine the order of Stab^W7), it suffices to determine separately for each i and j the order of StabK(W7/) and the number of maps Ttj as above. For convenience, we will use the notation £. = |StabK(^.)l. A short computation using the fact that the number of subspaces We [^]K of type (a, r, 5, t) equals \GLL{V)\/\Stabv{W)\ for type{W) = (a, r,s, t) gives the following theorem. Theorem 6.3. Let K -F < L = F 3 anú? fei V be a vector space of dimension n over L. If a, r, s, t are nonnegative integers satisfying a + r + 2s + t<n, the number of subspaces We [^]K of type (a, r, s, t) is given by f{a, r,s, t; n, q) = (-iy(qi;q\expí¡{2('2) + 2('2) + rt+(i2s) + 3sr + t} {q3 ; q3)a(q3 ; q3)s(q3 ; q3)M ; q)M ; q)t a, r, 2s, t, c 2s s (q3;q3)r {q3\q3)t , lVV3 3.
,3 (,;,), (q;q)t{-X){q'q)
.expq{2{'2) + 2(t2) + rt+C2s) + 3s(r + t)} where c = n -(a + r + 2s + t).
Notice that f(a, r, s, t; n, q) is a polynomial in q with integral coefficients, and it is symmetric in r and t. If 5 = 0, the coefficients are all nonnegative; but this is not the case for general 5. We have {( " ) 3r+t if 5 = 0 lim fia r s t-n a) = r1.'.'.» iimj(a,r,s,i,n,q} | Q ifj>a 6 .3. Some ^-series identities. We are going to apply Theorem 6.3 to obtain <7-analogues of some transformation and evaluation formulas for hypergeometric series. We first recall the standard notation for hypergeometric and basic hypergeometric functions. with the ^-shifted factorials {a; q)¡ as defined in §4.2.
We will also need to know the number of A^-subspaces W of V of a given dimension satisfying LW = V . This number can be computed when L/K is an extension of finite fields of arbitrary degree. Each member of this identity is a polynomial in x of degree m ; since this identity is satisfied for infinitely many values of x, it must hold for all val-
